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Gaining insights from a variety of people was one of the suggestions for improving big picture thinking

in last week’s blog entry.  One way to do that is by reading the annual EDUCAUSE “Top 10 IT Issues”

article.   It represents the combined thinking of higher education leaders from across the country and

from a variety of institutions.  It summarizes their reפections on the top issues facing higher ed IT

organizations and their advice for dealing with each issue.

This year’s edition was compiled by Susan Grajek, EDUCAUSE Vice President for Data, Research, and

Analytics, and the 22-person EDUCAUSE IT Issues Panel.   It divides the ten issues into three main

themes.

The biggest of the three themes, according to the panel, is that information technology in higher

education has reached an inפection point.  In other words, the technologies and trends that have been

the focus of thought leaders and early adopters are now hitting the mainstream, and in the case of IT

organizations, hitting them hard, requiring IT organizations to retool, restructure, and adapt while

simultaneously helping their institutions use technology to address key objectives.

The second theme is the move from technology leader to business leader.  This requires IT

professionals to recast their roles somewhat, to deftly bridge the gap between business problems and

technology solutions, and to collaborate more closely with both academic and administrative areas in

solving the most pressing problems of the institution.

The third theme is what the EDUCASE board has labelled the new normal.  By this they mean that IT

organizations must continue to support end users and run core services, but do so in the face of a

rapidly changing environment.  In particular, this requires adapting user support models and security

policies.

In the list of the top ten IT issues below, I have indicated the dominant theme identiפed by the

EDUCAUSE panel for each.  Here, then, are their “Top Ten IT Issues, 2015”:

1)      Hiring and retaining qualiפed staפ, and updating the knowledge and skills of existing technology

staפ  [Inפection Point]

https://depts.washington.edu/ithr/


2)      Optimizing the use of technology in teaching and learning in collaboration with academic

leadership, including understanding the appropriate level of technology to use [From Technical to

Business]

3)      Developing IT funding models that sustain core service, support innovation, and facilitate growth

[From Technical to Business]

4)      Improving student outcomes through an institutional approach that strategically leverages

technology [From Technical to Business]

5)      Demonstrating the business value of information technology and how technology and the IT

organization can help the institution achieve its goals [From Technical to Business]

6)      Increasing the IT organization’s capacity for managing change, despite diפering community needs,

priorities, and abilities [Inפection Point]

7)      Providing user support in the new normal—mobile, online education, cloud, and BYOD

environments [The New Normal]

8)      Developing mobile, cloud, and digital security policies that work for most of the institutional

community [ The New Normal]

9)      Developing an enterprise IT architecture that can respond to changing conditions and new

opportunities [Inפection Point]

10)   Balancing agility, openness, and security [Inפection Point]

It’s important for us, as IT leaders, to keep an eye on what other universities, as well as other industries,

are doing with respect to IT.  The annual EDUCAUSE issues list and article can help with that.  I like that

for each issue, they include a bulleted list of between four and ten suggestions for dealing with that

issue.  If you would like to learn more or read the entire article,

And please let us know if any of the issues or pieces of advice really catch your attention or you think

they are particularly important for IT organizations at the University of Washington.
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One thought on “Top Ten IT Issues, 2015”

This sounds exactly like our situation in UWIT and the UW as a whole. Kelli could’ve written this article

just from pieces of her various town hall meetings, blog posts and hallway conversations I’ve heard over

the past few years. I think this points out to the stress that rapid change is placing not just on IT but on

the UW as a whole. I also think we’re going to be held a lot more accountable regarding tuition and

budget increases and what we’re doing with those dollars. We need to be able support increasing need

for new data and information from integrated resources in the not too distant future. The changes

we’re now making in our main administrative systems couldn’t be more timely nor come quickly

enough.

It’s somewhat comforting to know that we are not alone and that most, if not all, organizations are

facing the same increasing expectations.
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